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NatureSmart Cuba is the first Eco Discovery Map to visualize Cuba’s unique natural riches, 
it’s one-of-a-kind biospheres, high levels of endemism (species unique to Cuba) in one handy 
resource which guides users to species thought extinct like the ivory-billed woodpecker.

http://www.vandam.com/mapstore_title.php?id=121
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Cuba: An Accidental Eden? 
Following the success of StreetSmart Havana and StreetSmart Cuba, NatureSmart Cuba is 
a travel tool that tells a surprising story.  It begins with the island’s strategic location—where 
the Atlantic, Caribbean and Gulf waters converge—that combined with strict environmental 
laws, low population and the absence of material development (including low use of combus-
tion engines) has left coral reefs in the condition that Columbus may have witnessed.  But the 
story continues with a totally organic agriculture—due to a lack of fertilizers following the  
collapse of the Soviet Union.   

Where the snails are like Darwin’s finches… 
NatureSmart Cuba engages audiences with the idea that Cuba retains what we have lost: 
pristine reefs, a fish nursery for the hemisphere and a cornucopia of species including the most 
gorgeous and sexy snails in the world. 

Cuba the Galapagos of the Caribbean?   
NatureSmart Cuba guides you to Zapata Swamp, among the world’s largest and most intact 
grass wetlands sporting over 900 indigenous plant species, 175 species of birds, 31 species of 
reptiles—like the Cuban crocodile—and more than 1,000 species of invertebrates.

Could it be that Cuba’s lasting revolution is green not red?
NatureSmart Cuba maps Cuba’s most humid and remote park which is a UNESCO site named 
after Alexander von Humboldt, explorer, scientist and father of modern geography who visited 
Cuba in 1800. Serious birders looking to complete their life lists find nirvana here...
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NatureSmart Cuba is available at vandam.com, amazon.com, the AMNH gift stores and great 
bookstores. A website to make the wealth of scientific research by the Cuban government  
accessible to English and Spanish speaking audiences is slated for release later in 2017.

In NatureSmart Cuba we consider people as part of nature. In Cuba, people have invented 
some of the world’s most exiting music. It leads us to ask what is the relationship between  
nature and culture?
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